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My name is Garret Lapi, a motion designer, born and raised in a small WNY town. Having 

only 3 channels on the tv to choose from, I was iintroduced and to the VHS camera at an 

early age, shooting home videos, movies and well anything, while playing with photography 

on the old family film camera.

As soon as I graduated High School I went to study motion graphics at the Art Institute of 

Pittsburgh to do what I love, creating something from nothing. While in school I helped 

produce a couple of short films, painted some store front signs for local business, and even a 

couple of skateboard decks.

Gaining my Bachelors degree I hoped a jet liner to San Francisco, to continue my studies and 

begin my Journey into the arts. Working with multiple companies and clients along the way.

Enjoy the journey you are about to embark on into a world of design!





garretlapi@gmail.comgarretlapi.wordpress.com716.801.0758
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Meeting for the first time in a local laundry mat, owner of OHMS Electric, Tomas Hall, saw me sketching. Happy with 
my style of art, he asked if I was willing to create a new logo for his company. Tom briefed me use the same colors and 
incorporate the lightning bolt from his old card. He wanted the finished piece to have the look of american traditional 
tattoo art, with electric energy and a heroic feel.

Looking to sailor Jerry for inspiration, I hand crafted this electric art deco logo to rebrand his company. The end 
product being used for business cards, a massive magnet for the side of his van and company shirts.

Branding: OHMS Electric
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Scriptwriter

As a dark and sinister author, Rob’s concepts had to capture his style of writing while encapsulating his persona. Start-
ing on the boards I came up with a few Icons to keep the logo simplistic in nature, all the while keeping the character-
istics of a detectives calling card.

In the end we chose the sleek feather being dipped into a pitch black ink well. With a typewriter font that showcases 
his writing and enjoyment of film noir. 

Branding: Rob Gomez
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With a Modern, Elegant and sleek design in mind for Chukky, we set out to capture his identity. In a stylized framed 
profile portrait, with subtle swoops & gentle gradients easing the viewers eye. The end product, a calling card for 
international marketing all wrapped up in this google inspired piece. 

Branding: Chukky NDU

“Garret is a very creative individual. His knowl-
edge in design fundamentals and practices gives 
him an expertise like no other designer I have 
worked with. He is very personable, so working 
with him was no problem. I required personal 
business cards and only wanted two criteria. 
Garret followed my instructions completely and 
kept me updated through out the entire design 
process. The business cards came out very well 
and I am very happy to have used his services. If 
I have any design need in the future, I will not 
hesitate to call on Garret again”

-Chukky NDU
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mr.  taylor
  as

Steven robertson

With our deadline for Pittsburgh's Harrison Theater student shorts fast approaching, and still no opening titles, I took 
initiative and started drawing boards. In one week, I applied creative direction to my small team of artists. Together we 
created the assets, Applied motion, dropped in some music, and added in some subtle cloth simulation to create a 
stunning opener to our short film. The style Russian Constructivism, or more recent Shepard Fairey, completing the 
project and winning best of show.  

Opening Titles: NLE
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Photography: The Society Passed by
As you walk through the Dirty streets of the Tender-
loin you see many Faces that stair back, But not all 
people see the Homeless as human and pass them by, 
disregarding there situation just looking down on 
them because of social status.
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Painting: Glitched America

Using the golden ratio acrilic paint and a pizza 
box, glitched america was born. With some 
1940’s photography collaged amongst the 
surreal flag. 
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Modern Cubism: Faces That Trandsend Time
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